


I love a good story. 

I especially love it when that story 

is told by a talented artist.

Could be a photographer, a model 

or any other artist.

In this magazine, you’ll see only 

standout artists, including many very 

well known ones! 

Maybe I have no talent myself 

except for being able to enjoy and 

recognize it in others. And this is how it 

is going to be!

The only constant in life is change.

Things often do not go according to 

plan. Trust me, I know. 

My younger self would have had 

a hard time believing that it all works 

out. But it almost always does. This is 

our second year of publishing and our 

third publication. Le Desir Magazine 

is a rewarding life project. But, in case 

you didn’t know, it was born out of job 

hardship and drastic changes in these 

uncertain times we live after the out-

break of the pandemic in 2019.

Not too long ago, I received a text 

message from the Publisher in Chief 

of  Untold Magazine, Constantinos 

Mouchtaris: “I met this amazing 

wedding photographer during my 

shoot on the beach. We got to put this 

on paper...” It was not surprising that a 

random chat on the beach turned into 

an article. 

I believe that everyone has the 

desire to share their work, art and story 

and this is what our magazine is all 

about.

Promoting talented artists and 

sharing their work to the world.

If you have something to “spare,” 

I’d love to hear from you.

KRIS GEO
Le Desir Chief Editor

editor in chief  KRIS GEO

executive editor CONSTANTINOS 

MOUCHTARIS

founder ANGELO PIANTAGR ANE

art director ANGELO PIANTAGR ANE 

designer KRIS GEO

marketing coordinator VICKY GEORGAKIS

advertising information 

LEDESIR@UNTOLDMAG.COM

editorial office

SUITE 12, ATHENS, 

18344 GREECE

All material published in this magazine is 
always credited to their respectful owners. 
The material published is either licensed  by 
the owners in a written form or web-finds. 
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 FROM MY CASTLE TO YOUR SEA FROM MY CASTLE TO YOUR SEA
MODEL: ELISA BASSANI

    IG: ELI.SSANI
PHOTOGRAPHER: ANTONIO MALLARDO

    IG: AMALSIPHOTO
    FB: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/PROFILE.PHP?ID=100076363158477
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 FROM MY CASTLE TO YOUR SEA FROM MY CASTLE TO YOUR SEA
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ALLIYAALLIYA

MODEL: ALLIYA WILSON
    IG: ALLIYA.WILSON

PHOTOGRAPHER: ARTURO GONZALEZ
    IG: THEKOOLAIDMAN

    WB: HTTPS://ARTUROGONZALEZ.SMUGMUG.COM/
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PHOTOGRAPHER: TOM RIDDLE
    IG: JDXXCAPT

    WB: HTTPS://WWW.FLICKR.COM/PHOTOS/190388614@N08/
    TW: HTTPS://MOBILE.TWITTER.COM/JDXXCAPTURE
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MODEL: ABIGAIL ULUM
    IG: ABIGAILULUM

FASHION DESIGNER: JILLIAN LENAE HACKETT
    IG: JILLIAN_LENAE

    WB: HTTPS://WWW.LILLIANJENAEDESIGNS.COM
CREATIVE DIRECTOR/PHOTOGRAPHER: JILLIAN LENAE

    IG: JILLIAN_LENAE

AMARE
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Can you tell me a little about you? 

My name is Jillian Hackett. I am am a 21 year old fashion de-
signer and photographer based in Texas. 

I am the owner of the clothing label, Lillian Jenae Designs 
which focuses on contemporary ready-to-wear womens-
wear and custom bridal designs. I am also a self taught 
portrait photographer, as I wanted to acquire the necessary 
skills which would allow me to be responsible for capturing 
my own designs.

How and when did you get into your profession? 

I started pursuing fashion design very early on as a high 
school student and am currently pursuing my bachelors de-
gree. As for photography I have always loved photography 
but within the last two years began pursuing it in a profes-
sional light, in growing my portfolio and refining my skill-
set.

What does photography mean to you? 

Photography for me is incredibly influential in all areas of 
my creative process, for me photography serves as the lease 
in which I view and document my personal progression and 
vulnerability of my subjects. This creative medium is a cul-
mination of my inspiration colliding with my end result.

Could you describe your style in three words? 

Whimsical, Eclectic, and Elegant.

Where do you get inspiration from? 

For my inspiration, much of it is derived from landscapes 
and travels and the feelings that I have when engaging with 
those environments. I want to evoke a feeling alongside a 
particular aesthetic when capturing a specific subject.

Do you think in advance what you want in the picture ?

Each photoshoot for my brand, Lillian Jenae Designs, is me-
ticulously planned shot for shot based on the garment, envi-
ronment, and feeling I am aiming to share. I have a tendency 
to work alongside my model to find stances and poses that 
present an elegant perspective while still feeling natural 
and comfortable. 

Studio, on location or both?

This shoot was held in a creative studio/ event space, located 
in Lubbock Texas. (Refind Studio)
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INTERVIEW WITH

THE TALENTED PHOTOGRAPHER/ FASHION DESIGNER

JILLIAN LENAE HACKETT
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PHOTOGRAPHER: ANNA SOLOVYOVA 
    IG: PH_ANNA_MINSK

    FB: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ANNETT SOLOW
    TT: HTTPS://WWW.TIKTOK.COM/@ANNSOLOW

EVGENIY
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MAKEUP ARTIST: SVETLANA LAVROVA 
    IG: SVETLANA_LANA1808
MODEL: OLGA SOKOLOVA 

    IG: -
MAKEUP ARTIST: POLINA MALINKINA  

    IG: POLINA_SPRINGLOVER
PHOTOGRAPHER: LEYLA  FIDANYAN  

    IG: PHOTOGRAPHER.LEYLA
MODEL: TATIANA SOKOLOVA

    IG: -
CREATIVE DIRECTOR/PUBLICATION: ELINA POLUKHINA

    IG: ELINA_POLUHINA

THE MAGIC OF A WOMAN
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PHOTOGRAPHER: VIKTORIA VASILEVSKAYA
    IG: VASILEVSKAYA.1993.PH

MODEL: MARIA ZYATEVA
    IG: MASHEN_KA_Z

MARIA
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PHOTOGRAPHER: ALEX SUTULA
    IG: ALEXSUTULA

MAKEUP ARTIST: NATALI SUTULA
    IG: SUTULANATALI

FEMALE MODEL: JAMIE ASPILLAGA
    IG: JAMIEBELLLA

    TW: HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/JAMIEBELLLA

SPANISH EXCELLENCE
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FEMALE MODEL: FELICIA OFORI
    IG: HTTPS:

    FB: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/UYAI.OBOT
    WB: HTTPS://WWW.FELISAFROBURN.COM

NEON BODYPAINTING PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST/FASHION PHOTOGRAPHER/FASHION DESIGNER: RON (GLOW-ART) VESTAL
    IG: GLOWARTPHOTOGRAPHYYORKPA

    FB: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/PROFILE.PHP?ID=100008363770535
    WB: HTTP://GLOWARTPHOTOGRAPHYYORKPA

    TW: HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/GLOWARTBYRAVEST
    PT: HTTPS://WWW.PINTEREST.COM/GLOWARTBYRAVEST/

FELICIA OFORI
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If you want a special edition of Le Desir Magazine 

with a unique cover delivered to your door:

 ledesir@untoldmag.com

 @le_desir_mag

When submitting, please follow the guidelines
- Image Requirements
4-28 images
JPG format / sRGB color profile
- Preferred sizes
Portrait  8.5 × 11 in, 300 dpi (2550 × 3300 px)
Landscape   17 × 11 in, 300 dpi (5100 × 3300 px)
Minimum size  1600px at the short side

Please try to include a title for your editorial, along with team & clothing credits 
(where applicable)

– For team credits, list all related agencies & management firms.
– For clothing credits, list each article of clothing featured, along with the designer.
– We also recommend you to provide models, stylists, artists, makeup artists, and 

photographers

 Instagram account for promoting.
Please double-check to make sure all credit information is accurate! Credits will 

be published exactly as sent.
For fashion submissions, DO NOT submit a set of images with models wearing 

the same look. That does not qualify as a fashion story & will be rejected.
Models should wear a variety of hair/makeup looks for beauty submissions, as 

well. Please try to include Instagram usernames.
Try to include different image types in your editorial. (portrait, full-length, 

close-up, etc.)
Nudity is allowed, however, it must be implemented in a tasteful manner. With-

out censorship.

IMPORTANT

– Webitorial submissions are required to have a minimum of 6 images.
– Please note before you submit that exclusive submissions is not a must.
– All submissions must be either owned by the submitter or accompanied by a 

permission/photo release form from the photographer/owner that owns the copy-
right to the images.

– Unfortunately, we do not accept images with watermarks or logos. If you as a 
photographer or your studio has a logo, please send it separately in a high quality, 
transparent PNG format and we will also gladly include your logo in your featured 
page.

Currently we accept submis-
sions via e-mail and kavyar.

S U B M I S S I O N S




